British Naval Forces in the Aegean
20 January 1918

Aegean Squadron:
- HMS Agamemnon (battleship)
- HMS Lowestoft (lt cruiser)
- HMS Foresight (lt cruiser)
- HMS Skirmisher (lt cruiser)
- M 18 (monitor) (under repair)
- HMS Heliotrope (sloop)
- HMS Gazelle (aux sweeper) (under repair)
- HMS Arno (destroyer)
- HMS Wear (destroyer) (under repair)
- HMS Kennet (destroyer) (in drydock)
- HMS Ribble (destroyer) (enroute to Malta)
- HMS Lyra (enroute from home, relief for HMS Attack)

Southern Aegean, 1st Detached Squadron:
- HMS Pelorus (light cruiser)

Dardanelles, 2nd Detached Squadron:
- HMS Endymion (refitting in Malta)
- HMS Ragdan (monitor)
- M 28 (monitor)
- HMS Tigress (destroyer) (on patrol)
- HMS Lizard (destroyer) (on patrol)
- HMS Renard (destroyer) (escorting an oiler)
- HMS Archer (destroyer) (escorting an oiler)

Salonica, 3rd Detached Squadron:
- HMS Lord Nelson (battleship)
- HMS Latona (lt cruiser)
- HMS St. George (depot ship)

Smyrna Area:
- HMS Sentinel (lt cruiser)
- HMS Forward (lt cruiser)
- M 22 (monitor)
- M 23 (monitor)
- HMS Abercrombie (Samos Section)
- HMS Prony (sloop) (cleaning boilers) (Samos Section)
- HMS Weiland (destroyer)

Central Aegean, 5th Detached Squadron
- HMS Lynn (minesweeper)
- HMS Colne (destroyer)

Bulgarian Coast, 6th Detached Squadron
- HMS Edgar (cruiser)
- M 17 (monitor)
- M 20 (monitor)
- M 19 (monitor)

SHIPS DETACHED FROM THE AEGEAN SQUADRON

Refitting in Malta, Genoa, or Gibraltar
- HMS Endymion (cruiser) (Malta)
- M 16 (monitor) (Malta)
- HMS Cleopatra (sloop) (Malta)
HMS Jonquil (sloop) (Genoa)
HMS Acorn (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Acheron (destroyer) (Genoa)
HMS Grampus (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Hope (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Larne (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Phoenix (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Rattlesnake (destroyer) (Gibraltar)
HMS Redpole (destroyer) (Malta)
HMS Rifleman (destroyer) (Gibraltar)
HMS Ruby (destroyer) (Malta)

Paid off for repairs
HMS Fury
HMS Pincher
HMS Savage
HMS Scorpion
HMS Usk

Milo
HMS Theseus (cruiser)
HMS Anemone (monitor)
HMS Azalea (sloop) (Port Said-Milo)
HMS Honeysuckle (sloop) (Port Said-Milo)
HMS Comet (destroyer) (Mundros-Milo)
HMS Ribble (destroyer) (Mundros-Milo)
HMS Hydra (destroyer) (Malta-Milo)
HMS Cameleon (destroyer) (Malta-Milo)

Alexandria:
M 29 (monitor)
M 32 (monitor)
HMS Basilisk (destroyer)
HMS Jackal (destroyer)

Adriatic
HMS Sheldrake (destroyer) (Brindisi)
HMS Alarm (destroyer) (Gibraltar)
HMS Nereide (destroyer)
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